NOTES ON CHAPTER VIII
[The notes and remarks on the above chapter have been
supplied by Sir Richard Temple, Bt, and Dr. Ganganatha Jha,
Vice-Chancellor of Allahabad University. The contributions of
these two scholars are distinguished by their initials appended to
the note or remark for which each is responsible.]
The Hindu part of Marshall's scattered remarks on religion and
philosophy is the result of conversations with Hindus of education,
more or less learned in a variety of Hindu Philosophies. They
read like recollections of discussions on religious and philosophic
subjects and exhibit some of the ideas and thoughts of the average
educated Hindu of Marshall's day, which, as I have observed
elsewhere, consisted of a complex of various Hindu philosophies,
as influenced by Indian Sufiism and the views of the then recent
mediaeval Hindu Reformers. It would require prolonged research
to show the origin and history of each view put forward, and
nowadays this would not be worth while, Still, the notes are
valuable as showing what educated Hindus thought in Marshall's
time, though of course we have their ideas only through his
presentation. He does not, however, show much prejudice in
his endeavours to record what they told him. R. C. T.
 1,	It is a great pity that Marshall has nowhere given the
vernacular term he translates as ' God.'   His note No, i reads like
Hindu philosophic teaching with a Christian tinge, the words
" Hee created the world" being probably added by Marshall
himself.   R.C.T.
 2,	This is an echo of the Advaita theory—the universality of
the universal and the individual soul.   R. C. T.
 3,	The sign 3, however, is generally regarded as standing, not
for the figure one, but for the elephant-driving hook, which
represents Gane£a, the elephant-headed Deity, whose presence
•is believed to remove all obstacles.   G. J.
3-4. Here we have reference to the Bhagavata doctrine of
the One God.   See Lalla the Prophetess, pp. 38-9.   R, C, T.
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